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Presenting:  Donald Mann - “The Identity Repairman” 

Identity Theft is Not Just Your Money  
Enter The Identity Repairman to the Rescue! 

 

STOP BITING YOUR NAILS AND START SHARPENING YOUR IDENTITY! 

Donald Mann says this is no time to sit around being worried about your finances, relationships, career or your 

health; it’s the time for action!  And he has just the right tools in his repair kit to help. Donald wrote OK, GOD, 

Now What?, on how you can use uncovering your self-identity for better health and finances created from what he 

learned firsthand from years of growing companies and people in the business world.  

 

Donald will share with your listeners:  

 That if you haven’t discovered your best self, you will end up in a doctor’s office.  

 5 major signs you are in an identity crisis 

 5 steps you can take to eliminate stress-related medical and life issues. 

 How you can save $1,800 a year in medical costs. 

 

He’ll show you why you need to determine what makes you different, how small steps DO add 

up and why it’s important to remember the hook.  
 

All the economists are saying that things aren’t going to look better for a while.  Donald 

Mann will not only give you the tools to help you keep your life afloat, but to generate positive 

results as well.  Great call-in show! 

 
Suggested TOPICS for DISCUSSION: 

 How to turn your life to success in hard times by repairing your self identity. 

 Why he is certain that your doctor visits will spike in two to six months after the election. 

 You live 95 percent of your life through your subconscious mind and ways fear-based 

thinking affects you even though you may not realize it. You are not aware of it, it is 

unconscious, but it is real, and it never stops. 

 

Donald Mann is a scientist and business growth expert who has been a guest on more than 40 radio shows. He has served in 

senior management positions in the high technology, banking and chemical industries and is currently president and CEO of 

RiteMann Consulting. Mann has a BA in chemistry and an MA in science education-biochemistry from East Carolina 

University. His book is OK, GOD, NOW WHAT? Activating His Ancient Secrets for Success. Free gift for your listeners at 

www.OkGodNowWhat.com if they give your call letters. Special book + CD + shipping offer for $34.95 also at book website. 

 Donald is known as "The Identity Repairman®." www.TheIdentityRepairMan.com  
 

Suggested QUESTIONS for Donald Mann 
 

1. Why do you believe there is an identity crisis facing 

Americans? 

2. How are medical issues a sign of poor self identity? 

3. Why do you say it’s never too late for a person to 

repair their self identity for success and health? 

4. You say wrong thinking causes “leaky neurons;” how 

do leaky neurons cost us money? 

5. Why do you say there will be a spike in doctor visits 

in the next 2-6 months due to the election results? 

6. For some reason, a lot of people try to change our 

thinking by using their friends, status, pictures, 

material objects, and of course advertising and 

political slogans to do it. Are you saying that religious 

slogans are used to do the same thing? 

7. What are the 5 best things you can do in hard times or 

good times? 

8. I see you have done major business turnarounds in 

corporations (Example: loss to $500 million in 6 years 

with the same people), what about for individuals? 

9. How do you access the subconscious mind to control 

how it helps you, and is there any scientific or 

psychological evidence of this occurring? 

10. How do we overcome our own self-sabotaging 

resistance to change and toxic fear of failure? 

11. How do we get a copy of your book, OK, GOD, Now 

What? 
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